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The ability to work with data to extract valuable information is a useful skill set, especially in STEM disciplines that produce large amounts of scientific data. This paper reports on the pedagogy and experience of incorporating fundamental database concepts into a STEM Success course, which included a hands-on project. Students worked in groups to design a database for existing tabular data available on the Web and then derived the data to populate the database using SQL queries. This paper reflects on the experience both from a pedagogical perspective as well as a student perspective, including qualitative code analysis of student feedback and survey results regarding attitudes of confidence using, interest in, and usefulness of databases.
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1 Introduction

Our school offers a one-credit STEM Success course every semester, which is a cohort and skill-building course for all recipients of a S-STEM scholarship funded by the National Science Foundation. This scholarship is offered to low-income, academically talented students who transferred to a comprehensive university from a local community college. Most of these students have not traveled a direct path toward their undergraduate degree - many are non-traditional students who are returning to college after a few years, or who are caring for children or aging parents. Their majors include mathematical sciences (applied computing, applied mathematics or statistics) or natural sciences (biology, environmental science, pharmacology/toxicology or forensic science). The instructor and goals of the class change each semester with offerings covering relevant STEM skills that translate across a variety of disciplines. Some offerings of the course have covered career readiness, growth mindset, and cross-cultural competency. Typically, students are given reading and journaling assignments as assessments in the class.

The Fall 2022 course offering emphasized Data and Ethics for the first time. Specifically, the learning goals included improving the student's knowledge of tools for processing data, such as non-trivial features of spreadsheets and the introduction of relational databases. When working with data, it is important to include a discussion of ethical responsibilities, such as privacy and sharing of data, as these are essential to STEM fields for scientific data management. Table 1 provides an overview of the topic coverage with the student learning objectives.
2 Database and non-computing majors

Natural science fields increasingly utilize large data sets (such as bioinformatics, long-term ecological data, or geospatial distribution of water quality data), yet many natural science students do not learn beneficial quantitative skills, such as how to manipulate or query large data sets, as part of their undergraduate curriculum (Klug et al., 2017; Wilson Sayres et al., 2018; Williams et al., 2019). Many natural science courses are beginning to add database components to their curriculum, in fields ranging from chemistry to biology to environmental science (Magaña et al., 2014; Klug et al., 2017; Madlung, 2018; Jouaneh et al., 2022; Gao and Guo, 2023). Additionally, one study noted that field-based ecology courses have great potential to contribute to long-term ecological data sets, a process which also enhances them pedagogically. Unfortunately, this same study concluded that “A main challenge identified by instructors in sharing their data was inputting the raw field data into a database (48%)” (Messager et al., 2022). Similarly, Williams et al. (2019) reported that the primary barrier to incorporating bioinformatics into the biology curriculum was faculty expertise.

Non-major courses offered by computer scientists have a broad range of topics, which must be prioritized (Walker, 2015). Some focus on computational thinking (Wing, 2006) while others focus on information fluency (Snyder and Henry, 2018). Goelman (2008) describes a course emphasizing databases for beginners, which formed the basis of the “Databases for Many Majors” project (Dietrich and Goelman, 2024). Others propose an informatics minor (Zilora, 2011), in which a dedicated course on databases is required, to prepare students with the skill sets that enable them to extract valuable information from the field-specific data. Another non-majors course (Sullivan, 2013) uses data-centric topics to introduce students to computer science by covering relational databases and SQL, programming in Python to process collections of data, data visualization, and data mining. Some introduce non-major courses as a bridge to taking additional computer science courses. For example, Erkan and Lee (2019) describe a non-majors course focused on spreadsheets and databases, which can be used as a prerequisite to the database course for computer science majors.

3 Course overview

The STEM Success course is a one-credit course that is typically taught in-person every other week, with an assignment in lieu of class on the alternating week, and at a time that avoids overlapping with as many STEM courses as possible. Table 2 provides an overview of the course plan for the Data and Ethics offering of the STEM Success course. For the data coverage, the instructor prepared a custom overview of advanced features of spreadsheets, and for databases utilized the suite of visualizations from the Databases for Many Majors project (Dietrich and Goelman, 2024). The spreadsheet example presented how to include multiple worksheets in one workbook along with named ranges and the functions: if, countif, and vlookup. The three visualizations cover various fundamental concepts of databases. Specifically, the first visualization introduces what a database is and how it differs from a spreadsheet (Dietrich et al., 2015). Based on the established goal of the class being that students create a database from existing spreadsheet data, the next visualization covered how to design a database (Goelman and Dietrich, 2018). For this, a graphical representation, known as an Entity-Relationship diagram, identifies the concepts or entities that are to be stored in the database and how the data are related. The visualization then illustrated how to map the Entity-Relationship diagram to a correct representation in a relational database. The last visualization emphasized how to ask questions, called queries, over the data stored in a relational database using the SQL industry standard query language. A demonstration of each visualization was presented in class using a default example of students taking courses at a university. The student assignment related to each visualization was to run the visualization on a different example and to complete the assessment feature, called a checkpoint, which is part of the visualization itself (Dietrich and Goelman, 2017). When starting the visualization, students can choose from the following STEM examples: Astronomy, Computational Molecular Biology, Environmental Science, Geographic Information Systems, Forensics, Neuroinformatics, and Statistics (Dietrich et al., 2021). The

### Table 1: Topics and learning objectives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Learning objectives (students should be able to...)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spreadsheets</td>
<td>• Utilize spreadsheet software with conditionals and lookups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to databases</td>
<td>• Distinguish between a spreadsheet and a database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Design and populate a simple relational database with scientific data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethics</td>
<td>• Describe a professional code of ethics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Articulate how a code of ethics influences professional decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Communicate the FAIR guiding principles for scientific data management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: STEM success course plan for Fall 2022.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Class/assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Syllabus and introductions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Spreadsheet coverage: if, countif, vlookup, named ranges, multiple worksheets in one workbook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Reading and journaling: ethics for computer scientists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Introduction to databases and how they differ from spreadsheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Exercise: introduction to databases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Conceptual database design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Exercise: conceptual database design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Student presentations of data scenario for group project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Reading and journaling: code of ethics case studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Querying a database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Exercise: querying a database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Defining and populating a database using SQLite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Reading and journaling: FAIR guiding principles for scientific data management and stewardship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>University holiday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Group presentations on database project</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1: Topics and learning objectives.

TABLE 2: STEM success course plan for Fall 2022.
checkpoint, which is also customized based on the data example chosen, consists of mostly multiple choice questions and a few True/False questions that formatively assess the student's knowledge of the visualization's learning objectives (Dietrich et al., 2020).

The reading and journaling assignments covered ethics topics as well as the FAIR guiding principles for scientific data management and stewardship (Wilkinson et al., 2016). Since the instructor’s expertise was in computer science, the ACM Code of Ethics (Association for Computing Machinery, 2024) was used as a sample code of ethics. Students were asked to journal about the code and how it related to the university's academic integrity and student code of conduct policies. Additionally, students were asked to provide examples of ethical codes in their field of study, (e.g., American Veterinary Medical Association, 2024 and the Society of Toxicology, 2024). Students were also asked to read a paper discussing the case studies of several ethical scenarios that point out how a code of ethics could apply (Gotterbarn and Miller, 2009). Finally, students read the FAIR guidelines and contributed a data repository in their field along with a description of how it satisfies the FAIR guiding principles. There are many data repositories across various disciplines from which students can choose, including the EDI data portal (Environmental Data Initiative, 2024) for environmental data, or general online data sharing repositories, such as the Open Science Framework (Center for Open Science, 2017) or a dataverse (e.g., Harvard, 2024).

4 Database group project

The database group project consisted of several phases that coincided with class coverage of fundamental concepts of databases. Students formed their own groups of two. After the introduction to databases and conceptual database design content, the first phase of the project consisted of choosing a dataset from a collection of about 60 datasets, in csv format, available through The Collection of Really, Great, Interesting, Situated Datasets (CORGIS) (Bart et al., 2017, 2024). CORGIS links to the original data that it used to provide its situated datasets and provides an overview of each of the fields. The assignment deliverable was a 2-slide presentation with the first slide consisting of a description of the dataset chosen and the second slide consisting of the proposed conceptual database design representing the concepts and associations in the data. The format of the dataset description was not specified and students were asked to be creative in describing the data. The second slide on conceptual database design utilized the Entity-Relationship diagrams introduced in the visualization and students were strongly encouraged to attend office hours to discuss their design before the assignment was due. Part of the assignment was to choose a dataset based on their field of interest and verify that the selected dataset would only generate 2–3 relational tables in the future database. The mapping of Entity-Relationship diagrams to relational databases was covered as part of the conceptual design visualization and assessed using the formative assessment checkpoint built-in to the visualization.

Figure 1 shows a representation of the CORGIS COVID dataset, which consisted of a screenshot of the CSV data overview from the CORGIS site with color coding indicating three concepts that the CSV represented: date, location, and the COVID data relating the location and date. The names of the columns in the CSV dataset use a prefix to indicate the concept.

Figure 2 shows the Entity-Relationship diagram and mapping to relational tables for the COVID dataset. The conceptual design depicts the entities and relationships between the entities. Entities are enclosed in rectangles and relationships are represented by diamonds. The location and date are entities, and the data is a relationship associating a location and a date. Each column from the CSV file represents an attribute, which is indicated by ovals, that is linked to the entity or relationship that it describes. The M and N labels on the edges linking the entities to the relationship indicate how many times an instance of that entity participates in the relationship. A location can have data for many dates, and a date can provide data for many locations. Thus, the data represents a many-to-many (M:N) relationship. Each entity is mapped to a table in a relational database design. The underlined attribute for an entity indicates the attribute that uniquely identifies an instance of the entity. For example, code uniquely identifies a location and a datestring was created in the format yyyy-mm-dd from the year, month, and day attributes to uniquely identify a date. In a relational database, the attributes that uniquely identify a row in the table are called primary keys. The data relationship is also mapped to a table that must contain the primary keys of the tables that it is associating along with its descriptive attributes. The primary key of the data table consists of the combination of the datestring and location code because data is a M:N relationship. Both the date and location are needed to uniquely identify the data row in the table.

In the relational database design, each concept from the original CSV data is in its own table. The locations table will have only one row for each location, uniquely identified by its code. A date will appear only once in the dates table, uniquely identified by its datestring. For the data table, the location code and date must appear with the attributes describing the information for that location and date (cases, deaths, population, rate). In the original CSV, the country and continent was repeated for each date in the data. Databases do not want unnecessary repetition of information due to the issues that may arise when updating, deleting or inserting data in the database. These issues, known as anomalies, are described by example in the visualization that introduces relational databases.

Students were then introduced to the industry-standard SQL query language through an introduction to querying databases visualization and formative assessment exercise. Whereas spreadsheets are limited to formulas, databases use the SQL query language to relate the data across tables for analysis. In the data table, the datestring and code attributes are called foreign keys, which means that they represent primary keys in another table. Using SQL, queries can join the information across tables using the primary and foreign keys.

The database project utilized a free software known as SQLite (SQLite Consortium, 2024). SQLite provides a full-featured SQL database engine and saves a database in a single file. SQLite is widely used across many platforms and libraries are available in most programming languages for accessing the database within a program. SQLite also provides free browser software for interacting with the database, which is what the class utilized.

Figure 3 provides an overview of the database project applied in the context of the COVID dataset. An entire class was allocated to going over the sample. A pdf of the step-by-step process with screenshots and highlighting was provided to the students on the course management system before class. The instructor recorded the class which demonstrated these steps and the video was posted after
class. Essentially, the original CSV dataset is imported as a single table in a SQLite database. SQL queries create the data needed for populating each table in the proposed relational database. The result of each query can be exported to a CSV file. After a new SQLite database is created with the tables defined using SQL "create table" statements, the CSV files are imported to populate the tables.

The student group project consisted of applying the techniques illustrated on the COVID dataset to their chosen dataset. There was an intermediate deliverable consisting of a revised CORGIS Dataset Presentation based on feedback provided by the instructor, along with the "create table" commands in SQL for storing the data and SQL queries over the original CSV dataset to generate the data for later population of the tables. The instructor provided detailed feedback on the intermediate deliverable to assist each group in the submission of a correct final deliverable that created a relational database for their chosen CORGIS dataset. Each student was also responsible for

### FIGURE 1
CORGIS COVID dataset (Kafura et al., 2021).

### FIGURE 2
Entity-relationship diagram and proposed mapping to relational tables.
including an SQL query of their choice to answer a question over their
database that required a join of at least two tables with ordering of
results on multiple attributes. Each group presented their databases on
the last day of class. Their presentation extended the earlier
presentation that described the dataset and database design with the
SQL table export queries used to populate their database, each group
member's SQL query, and a reflection on the lessons learned from
the experience.

The CORGIS datasets chosen by the student groups included:
Airlines, Broadway, Cancer, Classics, Drugs, Health, Hydropower, and
Opioids. All datasets resulted in databases with only 3–4 tables. Some
were as straightforward as the COVID dataset whereas others were
more complicated due to the encoding of the data. One such example
was the Cancer dataset, which had over 70 columns that encoded the
cancer rate based on the type of cancer, age ranges, race, and sex. The
database generalized the concepts to 4 tables: state, cancer, stats, and
rate where rate represented the value for a type of cancer and a stat,
which is a combination of the age, race, and sex attributes for a
particular state. Other data sets illustrated inconsistent representations
for data in text fields. For example, in the Hydropower dataset, the
Location.County field had multiple representations for dams that
cross counties: “Dona Ana, NM; El Paso, Tx,” “Mohave (AZ), Clark
(NV),” “Imperial, CA; Yuma, AZ,” “Yuma, Ariz and Imperial, Calif.”
The different representations of the same information provide a
counter-example to students, showing that data must have a consistent
description to support computational processing and storage in
a database.

The goal of the database group project is to introduce STEM
students to database concepts using real data. The understanding of
data stored as concepts and associations between these concepts will
guide them in future endeavors of storing raw data in either a
spreadsheet or a database with consistent representation. Since this
was a one-credit course, only an introduction to querying of data in a
database could be covered. Informal discussions of the database group
project with students prompted the development and implementation
of a survey to gain feedback on the first offering of the data and ethics
topic of the STEM Success class.

5 Research participants, methods and
analysis

5.1 Research methods

This phenomenological study (Leedy and Ormrod, 2019)
examined the experiences of science, technology and math/statistics
students who learned basic database analysis skills as part of a general
studies course focused on success in STEM career paths. As part of
the study, students voluntarily submitted responses to an online survey
that contained Likert-scale questions and open-ended questions about
their experiences in the course. Figure 4 provides an overview of the
data collection process and analysis.

5.2 Participants

Survey respondents included 10 students who took the STEM
Success (STEM career skills) course. A total of 25 students were
enrolled in the course in Fall 2022, and all of these students were
invited to take a brief online survey following the Spring 2023
semester. Participation was voluntary and confidential. Students were
recruited via email, including one initial message and one reminder
message 2 weeks later, in which they were sent a link to a Google form.
The first page of the form was a consent form, and students were
required to check a box agreeing to their participation before the rest
of the survey became available. They did not receive any compensation
for taking the survey. Of the 10 students who volunteered to
participate in the study, 6 self-identified as male and 4 as female. Six
students identified as pursuing a natural science major (biology,
environmental science, pharmacology/toxicology or forensic science)
whereas 4 were pursuing mathematical sciences (applied computing,
applied mathematics, or statistics). Two of the students had already
graduated from the university when they took the survey.

5.3 Survey instrument

The online survey was constructed to assess student attitudes
pertaining to their confidence in, perceived usefulness of, and
interest in databases, and to ask for feedback on the data and ethics
content of the course (including specific feedback regarding the
group project). The first part of the survey included Likert-scale
responses, in which students indicated how much they agree or
disagree with each, to assess different learning-related constructs.
The attitude constructs (confidence, usefulness, and interest) were
based on a validated Computer Science Attitudes Survey (Heersink
and Moskal, 2010) where terminology referring to computer science
was changed to databases. This same survey was also used in a study
on the impact of the customized version of introductory database
visualizations on both learning and attitudes towards databases.
(Dietrich et al., 2021), which indicated that learning outcomes are met regardless of the visualization’s customization but attitudes and beliefs towards the usefulness of databases were more positive with the contextualization.

The second part of the survey consisted of open-ended questions to gather feedback for possible future offerings of the Data and Ethics topic. These included:

- “How has learning about databases influenced your future plans, and if so how? Please elaborate about how you see yourself using databases in your future career path.”
- “Would you recommend that we include the Data & Ethics coverage for future STEM success classes? Why or why not?”
- “Please provide constructive feedback for the structure of the database project:
  - Should the project be group or individual?
  - Why do you think so?
  - What was your experience like working with your group (or independently)?”
  - Should the dataset be the same for all or chosen from a list of provided datasets across different majors? Why? What benefits do you see in structuring it this way?”
  - Did you find the class presentations beneficial?
  - Which topics helped you the most?
  - Were there any topics you would have LIKED to see, or topics that were less helpful?”
  - Additional feedback that you can share with us about your experiences?”

The open-ended questions were analyzed qualitatively (Schreier, 2012) using a thematic approach. The responses to the questions above were read by two of the authors first to identify themes, and then again to group the responses into themes. Five themes were identified, as noted below:

- Influence - how/if the project influenced the student’s future STEM career plans
- Include - whether or not the student thought that databases and ethics should be included for future student cohorts
- Presentations - how/if student presentations aided understanding of others in the course
- Use of data sets - whether there should be a variety of data sets offered
- Group or individual - did they prefer to work in teams, or individually, on their projects

Finally, students were asked to respond (optionally) to a few demographic questions, such as their major and gender identification, and these responses are summarized in the description of our participants. The complete survey is available - see Data Availability statement.

5.4 Analysis

The Likert-scale survey responses were analyzed quantitatively by calculating a mean score and standard deviation for each set of responses, including confidence, usefulness and interest. The open-ended responses were examined by first identifying themes and quotes, which were then grouped into categories, as shown in Figure 4.
6 Results

Both quantitative and qualitative results were obtained for this mixed methods study. The quantitative, Likert-scale survey results related to students’ confidence with, perceived usefulness of, and interest in databases were analyzed by computing a mean and a standard deviation for each score. These results are summarized in Figure 5. A score of less than three would indicate that students’ generally disagree with the positive statements, and a score of more than three indicates that students generally agreed with the positive statements. The qualitative results were analyzed using a thematic analysis, and these results are summarized in Figure 6.

Figure 5 demonstrates the results of the attitude and belief questions in the survey. Students reported generally high confidence (4.10 +/- 0.59) in and usefulness (4.15 +/- 0.52) of database knowledge and skills. For example, all students agreed or strongly agreed that they are confident in their ability to solve problems using database applications (confidence) and expect that learning to use database skills will help them achieve their career goals (usefulness). Additionally, all respondents answered “yes” to “Would you recommend that we include the Data and Ethics coverage for future STEM success classes,” with several noting the value and utility of this information (e.g.: “Yes, the world is not going to get any less digital…”); “Yes, because data is more prevalent that [sic] it has ever been; regardless of the student’s field of study, it will likely have an impact on their career to some degree;” “Yes, it’s very important in the healthcare setting…”).

Regardless of their confidence in the material and the perceived utility of the information, students tended toward neutrality with regard to their overall interest in databases or in learning more about databases and their applications (3.78 +/- 0.74). Even so, all but two students agreed or strongly agreed that they think databases are interesting, (with the other two selecting neutral, as opposed to disagree or strongly disagree) and only one person “agreed” that “databases are boring,” while all other students remained neutral (3), disagreed (3), or strongly disagreed (3) with this statement. Additionally, six students expressed interest in voluntarily taking additional database courses, whereas the other four students remained neutral about this possibility (rather than expressing disinterest). Students’ perceived utility of the information did not always align with their interest in the subject; for example, one student noted that “I can work with [databases] but…I am entirely neutral about using them.” However, for some, the curriculum inspired confidence and resulting interest: “After learning about databases, I am open to job opportunities involving data analysis, and would like to do a cybersecurity job that requires use of databases. I am also less intimidated by databases because I learned about them.”

Figure 6 shows the thematic analysis of the student’s essay responses. Two of the authors categorized student responses based on themes individually, and then met to reach a consensus. Figure 6A shows an overview of the responses on influence, topic inclusion, and presentation. Most agreed that the data and ethics curriculum had influenced their future plans. Almost all agreed that the curriculum should be included in the rotation of topics for the STEM Success class. A majority of the students thought that the class presentations were useful for comparison and for increasing their understanding of the material. Figure 6B illustrates that most of the students thought that the project should allow choice of data sets from a preselected pool of options across the various STEM majors in the class. Figure 6C summarizes the responses for group versus individual projects, which were more mixed, with some opinions indicating only group, only individual, or a combination of both.

7 Discussion and future directions

This paper reflected on the introduction of relational database concepts to a class containing a variety of STEM majors by surveying the participants both on their attitudes and for specific feedback. As stated by others (Klug et al., 2017; Wilson Sayres et al., 2018; Williams et al., 2019), many natural science undergraduate curricula do not include the increasingly necessary and useful database skills that were taught as part of this course. While some academic programs have addressed this problem by adding data science minors or by promoting double majors in data science fields, it may be more helpful to incorporate these concepts into natural science curriculum directly, as has been documented by others (Magana et al., 2014; Madlung, 2018; Jouanah et al., 2022; Gao and Guo, 2023).

As detailed by Messager et al. (2022), many natural science students are uncomfortable using databases, even at the basic level of entering data into a system. In the present study, the attitudes and belief survey indicated that most students in the sample agreed that databases are useful and gained confidence in their ability to solve problems using databases. Despite this, their overall interest in learning more about databases tended toward neutral. However, open-ended feedback indicated that the course had influenced their career plans and that the data and ethics curriculum should be included in future iterations of the STEM Success course. We propose that as students gain confidence in their abilities in utilizing databases, they may be more likely to consider minors, double majors and/or career paths in data science as proposed by Zilora (2011). Additionally, it is an increasingly sought-after skill for scientists to be able to effectively store, analyze, and interpret large datasets (Harris et al., 2014) – thus, this curriculum will aid in the future employability of STEM students.

A difficulty in introducing database curriculum into STEM courses is that STEM faculty may lack the expertise and/or confidence necessary to effectively discuss the necessary concepts (Williams et al., 2019). If databases can be offered early in the natural science college curriculum, its inclusion could be seen as a strategy to recruit students into data science minors or double majors, such that it benefits the data science department to share faculty expertise with related programs. As one example, Erkan and Lee’s (2019) non-majors computing course focused on spreadsheets and databases, and acted as a prerequisite to the database course for computer science majors – thus, students were able to seamlessly transition from a STEM to a computer science program. Alternatively, data science curriculum may be infused into natural science coursework through pre-packaged programs/curriculum offered by external partners, such as that posted by Project EDDIE (Farrell and Carey, 2018).

As described in the Results section, most students agreed that the database curriculum was beneficial; however, they had some suggestions for improving upon the curriculum and its integration into this general STEM Success course. Specifically, it was suggested that the database project be revised so that students are provided a predefined set of datasets from which to choose rather than being given the freedom to choose from the 60 options through CORGIS.
to ensure that datasets chosen are similar in complexity and scale. 
A risk with database curriculum for nonmajors is the potential for 
students to feel defeated and therefore demotivated (Farrell and 
Carey, 2018). Providing a collection of feasibly organized datasets, 
as suggested by student feedback in this study, could mitigate the 
risk of students getting lost in the details of a complicated dataset 
and becoming demotivated to complete the remainder of the 
project. Additionally, motivation increases when individuals are 
provided with a task that is challenging but still appropriately 
matches their skill level, encouraging them to grow and improve
(Dweck and Leggett, 1988; Bandura, 1997; Yarborough and Fedesco, 2020). Indeed, after completion of some particularly challenging database projects (e.g.: the Cancer project), students shared with the instructor that they felt empowered by the knowledge of databases and were considering looking into additional opportunities to expand their education in this realm. Thus, pre-selection of a group of datasets that are appropriately challenging but within reach for students with no experience with database design is key in future curriculum deployments.

Student feedback also indicated that the course should continue to include class presentations so that students can learn from one another. Student opinions varied with respect to the structure of the project as group or individual; however, the existing group structure included an individual project component for querying of the data, and as such allowed for both independent and group work. Collaborative group learning benefits students in STEM and computer science curriculum tremendously and this was an influence in the initial plans for group projects (Huysken et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2021). Additionally, STEM fields such as engineering are increasingly recognizing the importance of students to work in interdisciplinary teams, further supporting the benefits of including group work in STEM Success programming (Finelli et al., 2011).

In addition to introducing data concepts, the course integrated a component on ethics, in which the instructor utilized their existing knowledge of computer science ethics and the FAIR guiding principles for sharing scientific data. Based on their observations of and interactions with students in the class discussions regarding ethics, the instructor identified an additional improvement for the course. Rather than focusing on computer science ethics, the ethics coverage should be explored in the context of various STEM disciplines. Also, additional references on the FAIR principles, besides (Wilkinson et al., 2016), are needed for an accessible overview of the guidelines to a general undergraduate STEM audience.

While this study has been illuminating, it was not without limitations. The survey provided valuable feedback, but it was limited due to only 10 out of 25 students responding. Unfortunately, due to the complex needs of teaching assignments and changes to the scholarship project due to the funding cycle, the data and ethics topic has not yet been offered a second time for the STEM Success class. There is, however, great potential to expand upon it as more programs, including those at the authors’ institution, work to integrate data science into all STEM curriculum. This study demonstrated the potential of incorporating database literacy and data science techniques into general STEM curricula, and the many benefits that students gain from their participation. Going forward, we will track these students to determine if they are more likely to enroll in a data science intensive graduate program or job after graduation. Further, we would like to integrate this curriculum into a variety of natural and mathematical science curricula and examine its impact on our students’ data fluency.
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